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·Paid Parking ComingtoUNM?
The Campus Planning Committee has
recommended paid parking at UNM starting
second semester.
The proposed system, if implemented, will cost
faculty and staff $48 per year and students $36
per year.
Before the plan can be implemented it has to
go before the faculty and ultimately the Regents
for approval.
Forseeing trouble, Vice President for
Administration and Development Sherman Smith,
chairman of the committee, has scheduled three
meetings on the proposal. The meetings will be
open to anyone interested and will be held in the
Kiva on Sept. 9, 10 and 13.
"I expect a good deal of opposition," Smith
said, "since we're asking people to pay for
something."
The major drawback of the project is the
number of parking spaces as compared t? the
number of students.
Faculty and staff Will get first priority with a
certain number of spaces set aside for dormitory
residents. This will leave approximately 2000

spaces for nearly 17,000 commuting students.
Taking into account campus development, the
number of spaces will be teduced to 606 by 1980
for 21,000 students.
Smith said he believes that the system will
cause more people to walk, take the bus or ride
bicycles.
The committee is also studying the possibility
of a bicycle parking area with a full-time paid
attendant.
Money from parking fees will be used to
improve parking areas and to subsidize
transportation facilities from remote parking
areas. Smith said the fees would not be used for
any purpose other than parking.
Smith said the committee expects
approximately 80 per cent participation by
faculty and staff members. Any open spaces, he
said, will be turned over for student use.
"There may be less than 80 per cent
participation by employes," Smith said, "since we
are including graduate and teaching assistants as
faculty." He said they may not want to pay the
higher rates.

"'We1re aiso hoping the system will lead to car
pools," Smith said. Groups riding to school
together, he said, would cut down on the number
of cars on campus and solve many of the present
parking problems.
The committee also hopes to re-instate the bus
system tried last fall. The system was
discontinued because only a few students used it.
Smith said he hoped busing would get a better
response this year. The Albuquerque Transit
System has expressed a willingness to try again.
"They're willing to start anytime, as long as we
can guarantee them $7.50 an hour," Smith said.
Under the new plan, student parking spaces
would be assigned on an open basis.
Each person will be issued a parking sticker
with a letter on it, Smith said. "For instance, a
faculty member will have an 'A' and may park in
any lot with an 'A' sign on it," he said.
Smith said the new system will allow the
university to expand parking facilities without
having to use mopey from the legislature, "which
more properly should go into academic
enterprises."
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California Supreme Court

World
News

Tax Decision Threatens Schools

By United Pru• International

IRA Leader

NEW YORK (UPI) ...:: Joe Cahill, leader of the Irish
Uepublican Army (IRA) was probibited from entering the
United States Wednesday.
_
.
Federal authorities detained him at Kennedy lnternat1onal
.
. .
Airport pending a hearing Thursday.
Immigration authorities said Cahill was demed off1mal
entrance because pis visa was lifted at the request of the U.S.
State Department and because of his admission that he ha~
been convicted of a crime.
.
.
.
. .
Cahill was to spend the night at the 1mmtgrat10n off1ce m
Manhattan. A hearing was scheduled for 9 a.m. Thursday.
·Cahill the most wanted man in Northern Ireland, had
flown t~ New York from Dublin to :raise money for guns to
be used in the IRA's fight for a united Ireland. He planned
speeches in several cities during a four-week t~~r.
The IRA has been fighting both the Bnt1sh Army and
protestants in Northern Ireland.
.
Cahill said in Dublin his organization's main ob)ecbve was
to shoot British soldiers. ''I certainly regret that th1s has to be
done but I can see the necessity for it," he said.

"We'll have to disqualify
ourselves from any further
·cases - between us we own a
piece of everything!"
I
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Vietnam Not a 'War'

Commentary

(i
·.I

U.S. Drug Policy Branded Ineffective
By MARTY SCHIFFENBAUER

Alternative Feature Service
A recent major study of drug
abuse and addiction, sponsored by
the Ford Foundation, concludes;
" .. , criminal penalties for
possession of illegal drugs for
personal use only should be
abandoned." By "illegal drugs"
the study means all illegal drugs.
The six month study, directed
by Patricia M. Wald of the
Washington, D.C., Center for Law
and Social Policy, and Peter B.
Hutt, who was just appointed
general counsel to the Food and
Drug Administration, was
completed in Novemb·er, 1970.
Although a report on the study
has been circulated for some
months among policy makers
concerned with the "drug
problem," its findings were
inexplicably not made available to
the general public until excerpts
were published in the July 15,
1971 "Village Voice." The
"Voice," a New York weekly,
obtained a copy of the report
from unofficial sources.
Despite the report's
recommendation that cr:minal
penalties for drug users b~
abtmdoned, it didn't advocate the
complete legalization of any drug,
even marijuana. However, many
of the statements made implied

RICHMOND Va. (UPI)- The Virginia Supreme Court
held Wednesday that this country's involveme~t in Vietnam
does not constitute a war in the legal sense, smce Congress
has never actually declared war. .
.
.
.
The court made the decis1on m a case mvolvmg an
insurance policy containing a clause prohibiting payment o~
benefits if the holder's death ''was by war or any act of war.
The court said such clauses are too vague and although the
war .in Vietnam is not a legally declared war, it is a "material
war."
.
It said the beneficiary should receive the benef1t of the
doubt in such vague cases.
The ruling reversed a lower court decision which barred
Christine Jackson of Petersburg, Va., from collecti~g be~efits
on a policy on the life of Calvin Cook. Her relat10nsh1p to
Cook was not known.
..
.
.
Cook was killed in the wreck of a mil1tary veh1cle while
.
. . .
serving on active duty in Vietnam.
The North American Insurance Soc1ety of Vrrgmm, the
insurer, told Jackson she would be denied the benefits under
the war clause.

'I

that such blanket legalization
would be desirable.
Heroin Findings
Perhaps the most noteworthy
findings and conclusions
presented in the report concern
heroin. These are also likely to be
the most controversial, as they
dispel myths staunchly held by
influential government officials,
and they demonstrate the
inadequacy of current government
policy. For example, the report
declares:
"As a result of failure to stop
heroin at the border, recent
federal policy has concentrated on
cooperation with foreign
governments, primarily Turkey, to
reduce their opium production.
"Since (1} the United States
requires only 50,000 to 60,000
pounds of opium each year for
illicit use (by its approximately
250,000 addicts) and (2) this
amounts to about 1.5 per cent of
the total world production of
opium, and (3) the entire U.S.
demand could probably be met by
cultivation of no more than 3500
acres, which is less than five
square miles, of opium, and (4)
opium could readily be grown in
other parts of the world, a
program based on suppression of
opium production, like the
program based on prevention of

importation, seem:~ equally
unlikely of success."
The poor prospects for heroin
production and importation
control were further elaborated
upon by study director Hutt, who
was interviewed by "Voice"
reporter Kenneth Brodeny. Hutt
cited evidence that major heroin
dealers had already stockpiled a
10 year supply of the drug in the
United States in anticipation of
some cutoff from their foreign
sources.
The report also discloses some
little-known information about
the physical effects of heroin. It
states:
" ••• there is no proof that
heroin causes any organic damage
to the body or brain similar, for
example, to the extensive damage
caused by alcohol . • • . It seems
quite possible that many addicts
would function normally if given
a steady supply of good quality
drugs."
Heroin Maintenance
This fact, along with other
findings, is used to support the
recommendation that "heroin
maintenance" programs be
instituted in the United States.
Such programs would be similar
to the British system which
provides addicts with a supply of

heroin through government
clinics.
The report mentions that
"heroin maintenance" has been
extremely effective for some
people in England. Nevertheless,
the Bureau of Narcotics (now the
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs of the Justice
Department) has, since 1923,
"done everything possible to
discredit this method of
treatment."
In discussiqg the benefits of
"heroin maintenance" it was
argued that the supervised
distribution of heroin to addicts
would markedly reduce the
"street" price of the drug, thereby
curtailing the millions (some
estimate billions) or dollars in
crime committed by addicts to
support their habit, Since a grain
of heroin costs an addict about

li
:r

four cents in England while it
fetches an astronomical $30·$90
on the illegal U.S. market, this
argument appears highly plausible.
Study Director Wald, as an
outgrowth of the study results,
has begun work in the
experimental "Vera" project in
New York City which plans to
provide "heroin maintenance" for
300 addicts.
The Ford Foundation study
should have an important impact
in changing the nation's archaic
drug policies, particularly the
reliance on legal sanctions and law
enforcement officials to solve
what are essentially social and
health problems. Only when the
bankruptcy of these policies is
generally recognized, will it be
possible to implement effective
and realistic solutions to drug
abuse and addiction.

Bird Downs Plane
CLOVIS, N.M. (UPI) - The Air Force said Wednesday a
large bird slammed through the glass canopy of an F-lllA
swing-wing bomber, causing the plane to crash in West Texas.
Two pilots ejected safely.
Officials at Cannon Air Fo:rce Base at Clovis, N .M., said the
plane went down near Van Horn, Tex., 125 miles southeast
ofElPaso.
Base officials said both Severance and Silverbush sustained
facial cuts and bruisE!s when the bird shattered the glass.
H A board of qualified officers will be appointed to
investigate the accident," said Lutz. "The plane crashed in
open country and was destroyed.''
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immediate comment on Nader's
letter.
Nader also said the new
Chevrolet Vega's dashboard panel
could be ignited by a cigarette left
in the ash tray j and that "gasoline
tank fuel spillage" appeared in a
number of car makes and models.
Nader also charged that the
1971 Mercury Capri had suffered
a series of engine fires, "This is
essentially the same defect that
the Ford Pinto was recalled for
last April, and is apparently
caused by problems ill the
evaporative emission control
system." he said.
Nader said that when side
windows break, "thel{ literally
explode into many dangerous
fragments!' Two•thitds o£ the
complaint letters he received

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies

Kansas State Sen. Joseph C.
Harder said the :tuling could have
a • 'marked effect" in Kansas,
where about 70 per cent of sehaol
finances come from property
taxl!s, and might force a special
legislative session.
Connecticut Attorney General
Rol;lert K. Killiall said the decision
..is going to have an enormous
effect (on 'Connecticut) if it is
sustained." John H. Marvin,
executive secretary of the Maine
Teachers Association, said the
impact would be "nationwide and
extremely significant.''
''It's one of those bombshells
that hits aut of the clear blue," he
said.
Mi chae 1 J, Bakalis, lllinois
superinten~~nt of .publi_c
instruction, satd the rultng - 1f
extended nationally- "could 'be
as precendent·setting as the
one-man, one-vote ruling" of the
Supreme Court,
.
In. Chicago, th~ mayor of
suburban Niles filed a suit
Wednesday challenging the
constitutionality of the Illinois
system of financing schools by
real estate taxation.
Baltimore Mayor Thomas
D 'Alesandro said his office is
preparing . a suit to test the
constitutionality of Maryland's

school financing IIY$tem, but
Maryland Gov. Marvin Mandel
said he did not think the
California ruling would apply in
Maryland- "We have an
equalization factor which puts the
money where it is needed."
Three Michigan House members
asked state Attorney G~neral
ftank J. Kelley to rule whether
Michigan ~hould continue using
property taxes to finance schools.
The chairman of the Vermont
House of Representatives's Ways
and Means Committl!e sai!l the
California action would encourage
a group of Vermont residents who
plan to challenge the state's
formula for distributing state aid
to education. An attorney for the
Minnesota Sch·ool Boal.'d
Association said he expects a
similar suit in that state.
Mayor A. Frederick Leopold of
wealthy Beverly Hills, Calif.,
charged the state Supreme Court's
move would "drag down the top"
in schools without improving the
bottom. Missouri Attorney
General John C. Danforth said if
he were a California official he
would appeal the decision.
The world's longest estuary is
that of the Ob River, in the
USSR, at 450 miles.

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD
5101 Zuni S.E.
10% off on food
purchases for
UNM students
with J.D.

"'-• good 11\0~~iilcf:

a ~taft$ $1Jop.

The UNM

The Lobo tells students what's happening on and around
campus, but also what people think about what is happening.
So, for your information the following are The Lobo's letters
to the editor and Bema policies:

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
about side windows involved 1970 publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
and 1971 General Motors cars letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
"which were not involved in any
numbE!r and address of a group member. The letter will carry
collision," Nader said.
He said he found evidence of that name, plus the name of that group.
failure of energy absorbing
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
steering columns in Toms' letters received allows.
agency's own files. Nader said
steering columns in a wide
selection of makes and models
apparently failed because they did
not meet the government's safety
standards.
"The number of ca:rs
potentially affected by the
specific design defects listed in
this letter is well lnto the
millions," Nader said. "For
example, there are perhaps four
million Chevrolets on the road
today with potentially dangerous
motor mounts."

By United Press International
State and local officials a~ross
the nation cast a wary eye
Wednesday at a California
Supreme Court ruling that a
public school financing system
based largely on local property
taxes discriminates against the
poor.
The decision lent impetus to
moves in sevexal· states to u
challenge existing methods of
financing education.
In several states, officials
described the California decision
as ''landmark," "precedent·
setting" and a "bombshell.~' The_y
predicted that the rulmg, 1f
upheld by the U.S. Supreme
Court where the issue appeared
headed, would' eventually force
drastic overhaul of school
financing programs.
Officials in many other states
aaid they did not expect the
California decision to affecteven indil.'ectly - their methods. of
paying the casts of educatmg
children. Several pointed to
equalizing factors which, they
said make their states' systems
diff~rent than the one t;leclared
unconstitutional in California.
Many governors, state legal
officials and legislators adopted a
''wait and see" attitude until they
could compare their sc~ool
financing systems WI t.h
California's or until the U.S.
Supreme Court speaks. .
Oklahoma Attorney General
Larry Derryberry said the
Californil\ ruling "could strike
close to home" in the Soon!'r
f'tate, and Okl~oma S~ate Se~.
Bryce Baggett saJd, "Th1s case IS
going to require legislatures to
reconsider the school finance
picture all over the country."
New Jersey education
Commissioner Carl Maruberger, a
defendant in a suit challenging
that state's use of property taxes
· for schools, said: "I think this
may be a la11dmark ruling since up
to now, in Michigan and lllinois,
the Courts have upheld the local
property tax."
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· ·Thunderbird
Art and literary magazine
would like your art, poetry,
fiction, photography etc.
for it's September edition.

''What a CreampufJ, Good Mileage ... ''
WASHINGTON (UPI)Conaumer advocate Ralph Nader
charged Wednesday the
government is moving too $)ow in
ita inve~stigation of auto safety
defects, and claimed millions of
cars were plagued by unpublicized
safety hazards.
In a 25·page letter to bouglas
Toms, head of the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, Nader listed
defects ranging from "exploding"
~dl! windows to stel!ring columns
which failed to collapse in
accidents according to design.
Nader said the agency had been
investigating defective engine
mounts on fttll·sized 1966·69
Jnodel Chevrolets "for well over a
year," but had taken no action.
Agency officials had no

.

Bernas .•.
Bemas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered to The Lobo office at
.the corner of Yale and Central, or deposited in the Lobo
Suggestion Box inside the east door of the Union.
NEW .MEXICQ LOBO

Contributions may be turned in
at Journalism room 205.
'I

Work submitted by September 20,
will be considered for the
September Edition.
Work tu1;,ned in after that date
will be considered for
subsequent issues.
"' • • tl . . .

.
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llf Desert

Room Will Open Sept. 13
i1 Buffet Style Service, New Move
tt~

The Desert Room, UN!il's
<;leluxe dining room in the Union
thllt lost $4806.36 last yElar will
ooopen Sept. :t3.
· Union Director Vern Curtis said
the special dining facility will bEl
given another try because of
improvements in tbe menu and
customer service.
''Laat year we were serving
beans and woonies and lots of
casseroles," said Curtis.
There wlll be five entrees
instead of three thia year, be said,
with the addition of main dishes
like roast beef.
In addition, the old menu
service has been junked in favor of
a buffet·.sty le set·ving line.
Curtis said the Desert Room
probably lost business IMt yea.r
because few people wanted tQ
walK in, look for a waiter, make
theil' orders and then have to wait
· while Ute food was prepared.
Trim Costs
Eliminating menu service will
also trim personnel overhead costs
by reducing the number of
waitresses, he said.
Most of the waitresses will be
hired from work·study at $1.73
an hour- cheaper help than
could be found outside UNM.
"Somebody stole our record
player, so we'll have to replace
that. We'll play soft music in the
background fot the customers, It's
not that I have anything against
KUNM, but sometimes wh<~t they

play just wouldn't fit !IS dinner
music."
Menu
The room will be open from
11:30 to 1:30 weekdays and will
offer a meal of an entree, salad,
buttered roll, dessert and a
beverage for $LS5. ·
That's 20 cents more expensive
than the cost of a meal last year.
Curtis said this is not a
violation of President Nixon's.
wage/price freeze because such
price hikes are legal as long as the
customef gets mofe in the bargain,
Also available will be a salad.
bar for dieters and vegetarians,
"I don't expect any great losse&
this year," said Curtis.
If it does lose money, however,
there will be a re-evaluation of the
room's practicality.
"I think it would still serw a
purpose even if it did lose
money," Curtis added.
Casa
Not only the Desert Room, but
the Casa del Sol is receiving
promotion this yenr.
·
The east wall of the Casa has
been hung with Ojos de Dios and
new services are on the way.
An ice machine will be installed
soon along with another sarving
line, Curtis said the menu will also
expand.

Greeks Attempt to Fre·e Assassin·
Government Arrests 4 Plotters
ATliENS (UPI)- The Grook of exect~ tion a t'ter receiving
government announced international appeals including
Wednesday night the arrest of one from Pope P&ul VI.
four members o£ an intern11tional
Stamatopoulos said Panagboulis
ring attempting to free from jail himself had devised the entire
the man who tried to assasshtate plan of escape in correspondence
Premier George Papadopoulos with Androusopoulos. Copies of
their alleged letters containing the
three years ago.
The government press plan were handed to newsmen.
Panaghoulis, 32, who was being
spokesman, Byron
held at a milita.ry police training
Stamatopoulos, said Lady Amali<~
Fleming, an Athens .re$ident who center situated behind the Athens
is the widow of the British Hilton hotel, thought be bad won
discoverer of penicillin, was one
the confidence of a prison gua.rd,
Stamatopoulos said.
of the fou.r who tri~d to free
Alexandros Pa~;~aghoulis.
In his plan, Panilghoulis had
He identified the other:; as ~;~n
given instructions to tbe one
American student, John Skelton, guard to drug other prison guards
28, and two Greeks, Constantine on the night of the escape
Androu.sopulos, a friend of attempt. Together they planned
Panaghoulis, and Mrs. Athena
to kill another warden,
Psigouras.
Stamatopoulos said.
He said the ring was centered in
Stamatopoulos said Panaghoulis
Britain and Italy.
and the warden them were to leave
Stamatopoulos told a news the camp by jumping over the
conference the four would· be fence, and join Androusopoulos,
charged with attempting to free 1\ Psigouras and Skelton in a waiting
prisoner under Article 187 of the car,
penal code. That :~rticle falls
Together they were to drive to
under the jurisdiction of martial :mother spot where Lady Fleming
law.
was to be waiting for them in a
Panaghoulis, an army deserter, second car, and "as Panaghoulill
was sentenced to death in 1968 himself formulated in one of his
for allegedly planting explosives letters," said Stamatopoulos, "All
on a coastal road .over which the would end well."
premier's .car would travel, The
"The problem for the military
car was .some distance away when
police W!IS not how to prevent the
the explosives were detonated.
The government granted a stay e:;;cape-which they knew about

in advance~ but how to arrest
the others," he said.
Stamatopoulos said that as
Panaghoulis would not be leaving
the camp, the authoriti!ls "used a
trick and sent two other people
who resembled Panaghoulis and
the friendly warden out of the
door. The two then jumped over
the fence, and the three persons
waiting in the car tooted the .car
horn on schadule, and were then
arrested."
St;amatopoulos said Lady
Fleming, who was waiting at
another spot, "apparently thought
something was wrong, as usually
happens to her exploits, or she
was bored, so she returned to the
original rendezvous spot and was
a.rrested,"
Stamatopoulo:;; said the four
were being cross·examined but
that their whereabouts could not
be disclosed. "But for those
abroad who will be concerned,
they are all in perfect health,"
said Stamatopoulos.
·Staniatopoulo:;; said Pan.aghoulis
was frequently moved from site to
site because the authorities were
on the alert for escape attempts,
but he had not been held at the
military training camp for long,
Panaghoulis was also considered
a member of the group organizing
his escape and will ba tried along
with them, said Stamatopoulos.

Beach
Boys
Called
'Nation's
Savior'
Name one

thing that

hasn\ gone up
sincel950.

"BYRDMANIAX"- The
Byrds (Columbia I KC 80640).
Really and truly, I don't have
the slightest idea wha.t in tbe bell
the Byrds are up to this time. This
potpourri of an album includl)S
yet more tracks from the Roger
McGuinn I Jacques Levy musical
TRYP, a couple more bizarro

1.________ _
Try. Try hard.
The only thing we can think of
Is what we make. The Swlngllne
"Tot 50'' Stapler. 98¢ in 1950.
98¢ in1971.
And It still comes with 1000 free
staples and a handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unc:onditlonalry
guaranteed. It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.
And It's the world's biggest
seller. Could be that's why it
hasn't gone up In price In

21 years.
If you're Interested In something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Variety and College
Bookstores.

numbers co-written by bassist
Skip Battin and Hollywood rock
ombudsman Kim Fawley, and a
preponderance of strange
neo-Dixieland stuff. All this may
well be advancing the course ot
rock music, which has been the
Byrds' function all along (and
which their publidty claims
they're doing), but at the moment
I can't hear anything too exciting
in this album at all.

HE

Nonetheless, I'm keeping it
a.round, just in case.

''STUDENT DEMONSTRA·
TION TIME"-The Beach Boys
(Uru:eleased).
A$ soon as the taped copy of
this song ended,! exclaimed "The
Beach Boys might save us yet!"
What "Good Vibrations" was to
the benignly acid-soaked world of
19 6 7, "Student Demonstration
Time" l~; to the C.Qmnus scene of
September 1971. Bas~d loosely on
the Coasters' Classic "Riot in Cell
Block Number Nine," it
chronicles dispassionately the
various student uprisings since the
Free Spee<Jh Movement, complete
with sound effects and a chillingly
effe<Jtive electronic I hardrock
backing that sounds sort of like an
orchestra of the guitars that sta.rt
off the Beatles' "Revolution."
Copies of this track were
mailed out by a person or persons
unknown to various FM, AM, and
college stations, wrapped in plain
brown paper with no return
address. Later, the man at
Warner's assured me "Student
Demonstration Time" will be on
the Beach Boys' next album,
"Surf's Up." (Editor's Note:
••surf's Up" is out, and "SDT" is
on it.) Whether or not it'll be 11

Came Singing

Love ..

single is up to the BQys. And he
also told me they've just signed
Patti LaBelle and the Bluebells,
who now call themselves LaBelle,
Oh yeah?

''HIGH TIME" - Mc5
(AtlanticSD 8285).
I do not see how anybody can
dispute i t - the MC5 have finally

Board Positions

Student Vets

Six student and two faculty
appointments are open for the
Activities Board of ASUNM.
Applications may be obtained
£rom Sue Pickett on the second
floor of the Union.

The Student Vetera.ns
Association will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Sept, 2 in the Union.
Arrangements for a meeting room
have not yet been announced. The
state GI bill will be discussed.

Lived Singing

HE Died

Singing

HE Rose .In

Love.
Love

Silence

•

"Black Experience" 429.001.
held M/W /F 3: 30·4:20, and
"Black Politics" 429·002, held
M/W/F 12:30·10:20,. a.re two new
classes being taught by Mr. Willie
Criddle. Both classes still have
vacancies.

a

If the Song is to Continue J
We Must do the Singing

The Wagon Wheel Square
Dance Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Sept. 2 in room 184 or Johnson
Gym. No partners or experience
necessary.

Lobo Goof
The Lobo erroneously reported
Aug, 3.1 Verne Curtis, new Union
director, would turn Casa del Sol
into a coffee sltop. Curtis is,
ins..ead, exploring plans to use the
old Casa del Sol, a balcony area
on the west side of the Union.

Vol. 75

First Baptist Church -

Broadway & Central

c

s~

ICAMPUS BRIEF§ I
Native-American Studies

Garrett Added

The UNM secondary education
department has added Milton
Garrett J1·. to its faculty,
Included in th0 courses Gnrrett
will teach nrc drafting and design
and professional teaching courses
for industrial arts education
students.
Due to the unusual nature of
the material in his doctors
dissertation, the National Labor
Relations Board has placed it in
the National Archives with its
records of the cases described in
the treatise.

War Resisters
Carl Zietlow, an organizer for
the 1971 antiwar action in
Washington D.C. and Don
Pendelton, a forme.r Wa.r Resister's
League organizer will speak in the
Newman Center auditorium Sept.
5at 7 p,m,
The speakers are sponsored by
AMISTAD and the War Resister's

Script writers and tape editors,
are needed to help put together a
T, V. program dealing with
Indian-American Culture.
A meeting is scheduled for
Sept. 3, at the Native·American
Cultural Center. For further
information, contact Richard
Wilson at the Cultural Center
located at 1812 LM Lomas NE.
(277·5006).

One-Acts

'l'ryouts for "Adaptation'' and
"Next" (two one-act plays) will
be held Sept. 1 from 4 to 5:30
p.m. and Sept. 2 from 7 :30 to 9
p.m. in the Commedia Theatre,
Drama room 104.
This is the UNM drama
department's fit'st production of
the year and is scheduled for
production Oct. 7-10. If you can't
make these tryout times, call the
drama depnrtment· at 277·4332.
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Bo Diddley

Powell Aide Charged in Illinois Seandal
More Sticky Fingers Foundinlllinois
SPRINGFIELD, Ill, (UPI)William J. Glenn, a top aide in the
office of the late Secretary of
state Paul Powell, Wednesday was
cha.rged with concealing records
from Powell's office.
The charge, according to
Sangamon County State's
Attorney Riclta.rd A. Hollis, was
based on materials recovered early
Monday in Glenn's apartment
building.
The chnrge, filed in circuit
court, alleges Glenn concealed
"numerous records," including
executed motor vehicle titles,
applications for titles and
applications for registration plates
as well as.negotiable instruments.
Glenn surrendered at the
Sangamon .County Building with
his Attorney Jack Weiner, who
said Glenn would have no
comment on the · charge. He
posted cash bond of $21500 and
was released.
The charge was based on the
first of two caches of Powell

records recove~:ed this -week. In
addition to the four boxes of
material removed Monday, 12
boxes stuffed with similar
material were recovered Tuesday
from a garage at the· · rear of
Glenn's former residence.
In each cMe, thousands of
dollnrs in uncashed checks were
found among the records.
One of Paul Powell's most
trusted aides said Wednesday
"There's no way anybody c:ould
profit" from the cache of
records- including uncanceled
checks made out to the late
Secreta.ry of State- that have
turned up in the past several days.
"I can't conceive how this
happended. There's no way
anybody could profit from
something like this.· Hell, Powell
himself couldn't cash checks like
that," said Ni<Jbolas D. Ciaccio, a
Powell assistant who was fited by
John W. Lewis, Powell's successor,
soon after the "shoebox scandal"
broke.

Ciaccio said even though most
of the checks for license plates
and serives provided by the
secretary of state," they would
have been difficult for anyone in
the office, even Powell himself, to
cash because of their obviously
official nature.
"Not even the corner groceJ:
would cash them," Ciaccio said.

GOl0B€RRY (jRams
San Ysidro Plaza
in Corrales.
We have organif: grains,
Flour ground fresh in the
store, nuts, seeds, dried
fruits, many herbs, c.oldpressed oils, juices, good
books, produce, vitamins,
soaps, honeys and cereals

GSA
Budget Election
Sept. 1, through Sept. 3

GSA Office
Step to a different sound.

..

II' you dare to seck a new dimension in a wedding ring, we Will
show you an absolute galaxy. A tevolutionary collection that's as
together as you two. Styles and styles that speak your language
beautifully. Come listen to Goldmastcr exclusively at •..

.JlJMttch'rmyfG'tf'd.

Mon-~01

·''"" "'•"·HI•hclrifl~i~:Jn
.!otfo ""'

grandfather$
you
BQ Diddley, one of rock a.nd roll's
old men, one of
the original rockers along with Little Richa.rd and Chuck Berry,
showed Monday evening in the Union .Ballroom that he's still got
what it takes. The headline~ for the Third Annual Ki.ns Kong
Memorial Tribal Stomp whipped oqt a set of mostly new songs,
displaying guitar work that comes from 17 years h~ rock and Joll.
fr ..ak••?

Vote At

ne

Sandwich Shop

··~·

$21,827.70

1'h~

0\5

'*

Budget Total

New Ml!ltico Lobo is pul,IU.bed
dally f!'J@ry regular We<"k of the Unl•
Yetsitsr Year by thl! Board of Student
Public:atrons of the Associated Students
of the Unive,..itsr ot New Mexico, and ill
not f\nanclaDy assoeiated with UNM.
Second el&S• postage paid at Albuquer•
qu~, New Mexieo, !17106. Sub.erlptlon
rat.! is $7 !o~ the acaden~ie :vear.
The opi!lfon• expre3Sed on the edi•
t.ldal pages ot
Lobo are those of
the author 801ely. Unsigned opinion ill
that or the editorial board o£ The Lobo.
Nothing necessarilY rcpr..,ents the Ylew~
of the As!!Oeiated Students or the Uni•
vcrsitY of New Ml!ltieo.·

16. 00 e· ntr·aI E 842-6736
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LONDON (UP!)- A disabled reque11ting d11tailed information
World War II vet!lran who lives on on students who found their
an Army pension offet:ed return tickets worthless when
Wednesday to pay the air fare they got to London, an embassy
home for any T!!xan .stranded in spol~:esman said.
"Now we're getting some
London with a wo).'thless
round-trip chnrter ticket. Robert action at last," he added.
At least two New York charter
W. Dunn of Dallas called Pan
American World Airways' London companies- the American Union
office from his home to make the of Students (AUS) and the
offer, a Pan Am spokesman said. University Students Association
It's a bad deal - no Texas (USA) - were being investigated
student should havl) to suffElr by the State Department, the
because New York people sold embassy spoke.sman said.
him a worthless ticket," the
"·The AUS owes us over
spokesman quoted Dunn as $31,000," said a spokesman fo~
saying.
the International Students Travel
Dunn said he lives on an $800 Association.
disability pension from the U.S.
"The AUS have been giving
.Army,
students voucher11 for return
In Washington, the Civil tickets and telling them to come
Aeronautics. Board (CAB) to us when they reach London authorized Overseas National but they haven't b!len sending us
Airways, 'l'rans Wodd Airlines and ao.y money," the spokesman said.
Pan Am to bring home American
"All summer we have been
students stranded in Europe.
turning students away- and
The students will be allowed facing all the heartache becau&e
transportation free on a we can't give them tickets.''
space·availnblc basis on Overseas
In a letter to the International
National Airways.
Students '!'ravel Af.sociation, the
TWA and Pan Am were AUS acknowledged the debt,
"The total amount due comes
authori:l;ed to prQvide similar
transportation at a cha.rge of hall to $31,805," the letter said,
"We have noted that due to
the current applicable roun<,l-trip
youth fa.re if the students meet non-payment of the above
amount your handling agents in
youth fare requil'ements.
London are refusing to accept the
Each of the airlines requested vouchers is;:med for the return
CAB authorization to allow them journey. We realize the
to provide the relief flights. The inconvenien(le your handling
relief authorization is good agents may be facing in turning
through the end of this month.
down the students and we regret
The office of New York this very much," the Jetter said,
· Attorney General Louis J.
The State Department said
Lefkowitz cabled the U.S. AUS went bankrupt early this
EmbasSy in London Wednesday summer.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277~
4102, 2-77-4202
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Offered Free Travel

New Mexico Lobo

Mro-American Studies

HE

If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
slnce 1950, let us khOw. We'll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 2S¢ to cover postage
and handling.

Square Dance

Black Artist
Today and tomorrow from
9;30·5, Don Turrietta, a black
artist, will exhibit a portrait of
Martin Luther King at the
Afro-American _Studies Center,
1812 Las Lomas NE.

The Swingline "Tot 50"
98¢ in 1950. 98¢ in 1971.

giv~n us a great album. '!'rue, the
group itself hM fallen on such dog
days it's truly incredible that
they're still alive, but the album
they've been laboring on all thllse
many months is a masterpiece,
From the opening cut, "Sister
Anne," the story of a lesbian nun,
to the closing brass frenzy of
"Skunk (Sonically Speaking),"
this album fulfills all the "high
en!lrgy" hype that's been behind
the MC5 since the beginning. If
th!ly have been thiS good ali along,
and their albums have fa.iled to
capture that fact, then we've been
deprived of a great energy force.
If they haven't, but now they are,
well, sta.rbood is just a.round the
corner, boys, in whatever form
you want it. Not a dull cut on the
album, and if you like rock and
.roll, you must obtain "High
Time" by WHATEVER MEANS
NECESSARY. 'Nuff said.

Stranded Students
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Child Day Care Co-op
Law School (Sept. I, only).
•
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Expect New Faces, Faster Game From Lobo H o·opsters
By ROGER RUVOLO
People in Albuquerque could tell as soon as
1964 that things were going to start clicking in
the way of Lobo Basketball, and UNM Head
Basketball Coach Bob King received a steady
array of talent in his camp. The ·Lobo
Invitational started the next year, and University
Arena was being polished up for use by the
netmen.
Then things began to happen at a faster pace.
Ira Harge, acclaimed by Rockies • area fans as an
All-American in every sense of the word, started
a long line of tough centers that played a big
part in giving New Mexico a national reputation
as a power. Mel Daniels, Ron Sanford, and Greg
(Stretch) Howard followed, and UNM for a time
was ranked among the top five taams in the
country during the mid-60's era.
In 1969, King's troops began to encounter
some difficulties. Howard was not on the team
and could have been, the team had dropped a
couple of close games, and the end of the season
snuck up and handed the Lobos a 13-13 record,
to which assistant coach Norm Ellenberger said,
"I'm just thankful we did that good."
Looks Dim
Last season, the Lobos came into the season
wielding a winning outlook, and suffered their
way from 10-1 at midseason to 14-1:2 at the end.
Willie Long and Petie Gibson graduated, Harold
Little, Dave Seidler, and John Johnson quit,
junior college transfer Willie Banks is ineligible,
and last year's frosh leading scorer Bob Watkins
quit. Seidler, 6-7, would have been playing his
junior year this season, and saw some action last
year at post behind Long. The 6-7 Johnson
turned northward to the University of Denver to

pursue a different style of ball, and Watkins got
married, deciding not to play.
Admittedly, things could be said to look a
little dim.
But, the 6·4 Little may be back. In fact,
veteran reserve Rick Wright said in an interview
yesterday that Little probably will be back. And
so things start to brighten up.
·
Additions
In addition, two junior college transfers, who
come from the same junim; college, and the same
High School (Marshall) in Chicago, are now in
fall camp. They are 6-8 Darrell Minniefield and
6-3 Chester I!'uller, who both come most
recently from Independence JC in Kansas.
Besides Wright, a 6-0 senior who plays at
vving, 5-11 Gabriel Nava and 6-5 Mark Saiers wj.ll
try out the wing slot. Fuller will also probably
try o~t at the wing position.
"
At the point position, King has always han
someone with plenty of style and good
ball-handling, people like Skip Kruzich, Don
Hoover and Ron Nelson in the past, and most
notably Gibson in recent times. This year, the
prospects include junior Tom Roberts of
Farmington, John Fifield, formerly on Highland
High in Albuquerque, and Nava, the El Paso star
(if Nava doesn't play at wing).
More Running
WrlgllL bai<l ihe offense used by the Lobos in
the past will probably be basically the same,
although the team is going to begin endurance
running drills next month to facilitate more
running during the seasons. Also,. Wright .said
"Last year we had a high and low post as two
designated positions, and this year the two

DERBY, England (UPI)- I{;
was the worst disaster in . the
history of homing pigeon racing,
organizers said today,
An estimated 20,000 homing
pigeons worth about $600,000
released in a weekend race failed
to return to their lofts, said
officials of the North Road
Federation from the Cities of
Durham, North Allerton and
Morpeth which organized the race
for birds from more than six
British counties.
"The whole thing is still a
mystery," a federation statement
said,
"One can only assume that the
birds ran into a fog belt, turned
around and went the other way.
They .could now be either in
Scotland or on the Continent (of
Europe) • . . Homing racing will
take a long time to recover from
this disaster."

Fem Volleyball Call

OVER 10,000 PAIRS

of
PANTS AND JEANS
Sizes 2 to 42

LEVI'S-MALE-LEE
CAMPUS-McGREGOR
Denims-Stripes-Plaids
Solids-Patterns- Cords
and

KN ITS-I<N ITS-KNITS
11

0PEN MON. THRU FRI.

•rtL 9:oo"

"NNutetue & {!aduat "NNeM
WlNROCK CENTER

positions will now be interchangeable," which
means among other things, that there will be
more running.
This interchangeable post position has
numerous players to accommodate. Among
them are retmnees Milte Stewart (6-10) and
Mike Faulkner (6-7). Faulkner was a regular
starter on last year's squad. Also, redshirt John
Mulligan will be trying out.
Paul Kruse (7-3) is coming up from the
freshman team, hopefully developing
consistently.
.
Defensively, the Lobos are going -to try to
press m.ore, and Wright t.hinks that this,
combined with the more running program, will
be conducive to higher scores, at least for UNM,
than last year.
Presently, the Lobos are going through fall
training- "We're going to start weights three
days a week beginning next Monday," Wright
said, "and of course in October the endurance
running,begins." Wright said that King "wants us
to really be in-shape this year."
Wright, not only an analyst of the hardwood
game,. but of the gridiron as well, said the teams
to beat before the WAC Campaign begins in
early January are those playing in the sixth
annual Lobo Invitational (St. John's, Creighton,
and Texas A&M) ·and in the Far West Classic
Dec. 27-30. Jan. 22 the Lobos have an away
game with powPrful St; I.~ouis University, in a
game Wright termed as ''pretty tough."
"Arizona State is going to be tough,'' said
Wright. "And, UTEP is always tough. Of course,
when you play in the WAC everybody is the
team to beat, especially when you're on the
road."

Close Work

Women interested in joining the
UNM Women's Intercollegiate
Volleyball team are invited to
attend a team meeting Sept. 7.
The meeting will be held in room
15 of Carlyle Gym at 2:30.
Women attending UNM are
eligible for participation.
Practice session times, as well as
the team schedule, will be
discussed at the meeting.
Gov. King renewed his itShing
license last week.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
AS TAUGHT BY

MAHARISHI
MAHESH
YOGI
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION IS
A NATURAL SPONTANEOUS TECH·
NIQUE WHICH ALLOWS EACH IN·
DIVIDUAL TO EXPAND HIS CONS·
CIOUS MIND AND IMPROVE All
ASPECTS OF LIFE.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
SEPT. 2, 1971
8:00 PM~ROOM 231-E
s.U.B. UNM
Students International
Meditation Society

Round-Robin Tourney ~
Previews LObo Glovemenl
By BRIAN TAFOYA
By losing eight seniors, the four
top hitters, and the entire
outfield, the UNM baseball team
has fallen upon hard times.
".We had a tremendous club last
year, but I don't have the faintest
idea how we'll do this year," said
UNM baseball coach Bob Leigh of
his team's fortunes for the
upcoming season,
Leigh is justifiably worried
about his club because of the 22
players on the l.eatn, 13 wil not
return. A total of eight lettermen
returning will take up where last
year's 29-26 team left off.
Bob Faford, UNM's first
All-American baseball player will
be among those not returning.
Fliford, who led the team in
hitting last year with a 430
average, rewrote all UNM's
offensive records.
"Offensively, it's a big question
this year. We are going to have to
go with a lot of·young people this
year, I think our pitching will be
greatly improved this year and our
defense will probably be a strong
point," said Leigh.
There will be a fall tournament
this year with the University of
Denver, NMSU, and Highlands
competing against UNM in a
round-robin elimination
tournament. The tournament is to
be held October 15-16 at the
Lobo baseball field.
Lee will depend on a host of
freshmen and JUCO transfers to
fill the gaps left by graduates.
Ron Adair and Billy Smith, two
of last year's starters as freshmen,
are expected to contribute heavily
to this year's squad. Outfielder,
catcher, Jim Surber; pitcher Joe
Waid (7-4); pitcher Mike Mintrum,
and Hank Garcia are also expected
to figure heavily in this year's

rebuilding. Dominic Salerno, a
redshirt last season, will play this
fall.
The Lobos will also get ample
help from two highly touted
players, Benny McCrumby, and
Perry Dannforth, both of whom
were selected last year in the
professional baseball draft.
·
Local and statewide talent will
also be available to Leigh as Mike
Laurant, Brett Barrell, Don
Junick, Jack Spence, Dave
Pelletier, Ron Smith, Rick
Williams, and Lew Goodpaster
combine their talents this year at
UNM.
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OTTAWA (UPI)- Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
said Wednesday the government
was prepared to introduce special
measures in Parliament next week
to combat the effects of the U.S.
10 per cent surcharge on imports.
Trudeau told newsmen after a
cabinet meeting the government
had a contingency plan and would

4.39 qt.

Tequila

William Hanna spent almost
100 hours building a fancy
electrical gadget and writing a
report on it last academic year.
So far the UNM electrical
engineering student's work has
won three contests, $300, and a
trip to · an international student
paper contest in New York.
Hanna, who graduated from
Albuquerque's Del Norte High
School, built an integrated circuit
cathode·ray tube number
generator as a final design project
in an engineering class taught by
Robert Kelly last year. His work
won the UNM student paper
contest sponsored by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers.
Tucson Contest
Hanna then took his machine·
and presented a report on it to the
lEE Southwestern Subregion
. contest in Tucson, Ariz. Again,
first place.
The Cleveland Junior High
School math teacher then traveled
to San Francisco for the

WESCON- IEEE West Coast
conference. Competing with
subregional winners from
throughout the western United
States, Hanna again captured top
spot.
That victory entitles him to an
all-expense paid trip to the
International IEEE Student Paper
Contest scheduled for March in
New York. Competitors from
several nations are expected to
exhibit their work.
Honorary
Hanna has been awarded ail
associate member~;hip in the
national honorary research
organization, Sigma Xi, for his
work and last year won the $100
Undergraduate Research Award
from the local chapter.
Hanna's number generator is
similar to a device invented
recently for airplanes. It enables
pilots to read on one screen
different types of information like air speed, wind speed,
altitude, and other vital statistics.

Canadian Parliament Introduces
Measures to Fight Surcharge

3.84 case

Schlitz

UNM student Bill Hanna's
invention ot an integrated circuit
cathode ray tube number
generator has won first. place in
three contests and has gained him
a place in international
competition in March.

3 Time Victor Wins
Trip toN ew York
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] oe Pigeon Please Come Home
I£ Found
Please Return

'Where The Action Is:' Abraham

Women's Workshop

A one day Women's Workshop,
"For The Bride", will be held
Sept. 8 from 9:30a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the First United Presbyterian
Church, 823 Copper NE.
Registrations will be accepted on
a first-come, first-served basis.
Registration is from 8:30·9:30
a.m. Sept, 8, and a $1.00
registration fee will be charged.
For information and reservations,
call the Mental Health Volunteers
Organization Monday through
Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(243-5700).

Grudgingly spons
byfamily Stores for Ha Iural Houri sb me nt
Bhudda's Sandwich Shop
Gold Street Circus

special fOr students
REPRINT FREE

After working at a variety of
social services, including an
internship at :Bernalillo CountY
Mental Health Center, Karen
Abraham is serving as student
activities director at UNM.
"Ws an unbeliveable type of
job as far as the · variety of
students you work with," said
Abraham. ''The job enables me to
help the students make a better
environment and basically I'm
where the action is,"
Abraham received a BA in
elementary !!ducation, a Master's
in Guidance and Counseling, and a
Doctorate in Pupil Personnel
Services at UNM. She's worked at
Child Guidance Center, public
schools, Girls' Welfare Home,
Manzanita Counseling Centet, and
St. Anthony's Orphange. Last
year she served as an assistant
dean of students at UNM.
She is anxious for :;tudents to
understand the purpose of student
activities. "We're supposed to
serve the students and make sure
they get the best deal po3sible. In
order to do this we want them to
be aware that we are here to
help."
.
Since UNM is largely a
commuter school, Miss Abraham
feels more daytime activities are
needed on campus. "It's sort of
like a glorified high school
situation where people come and
go. Thorofare we're planning l!uch
things as mini·concerts, free films,
.and an assorted number of other
daytime activities," Abraham said.
"Quite a few activities are
scheduled this semester such as
Quick Silver Messenger Service,
Jesus Christ Superstar, and
possibly, The Who. The guest
speakers lined up are quite good
and should also proved
interesting," she said.
"A 24·hour phone message
service, announcing what's going
on around campus is our newest

Karen Abraham
project. We're also compiling a that a representative from each
resource list of facilities' such as organization attends a scheduled .
copying machines, which will be Sept. 16 meeting.
of use to the student," Abraham
said,
Film Festival
Chartering and rechartering all
AMISTAD will present
organizations on campus, giving
them rights as an organization, is a "Ulysses" and "The City of James
major function of student Joyce" at 6, 8 and 10 p.m in the
activities. Miss Abraham stressed Union Theater Sept. 1. There is
no admission charge, "Finegan's
Wake" and "The City of James
Joyce" will be shown at 6, 8 and
10 p.m. Sept. 2.

Chance for Minorities
A new method of selecting
students which could get more
minority group members into
teaching positions is being tested
this year by UNM's College of
Education.
Applicants for admission to the
College of Education, however,
will continue to be selected at
least this year based on, the
existing criteria - results of a
spelling test, an interview with a
faculty member, AC'f scores, and
grade point average,
In addition, applicants this year
will be rated on a scaling system
which, as it is now worded, would
require knowledge of a second
language and second culture for
admission to the college.
Besides the four existing
·criteria and knowledge of another
language and culture, the selection
proposal which is being tested
includes evaluation of a sample of
the student's writing, a rating of
his performance in an
introductory education course,a
test of dogmatism, and a test
scored on a conceptual systems
scale, Prospects also would have
to meet requirements of a
department in the College of
Education.

present it for debate when
Parliament resumes sitting Sept. 7.
Trudeau interrupted his
vacation two weeks ago to return
to Ottawa to discuss the effects of
the U.S. surcharge. 65 per cent of
all Canada's trade is with the
United States.
Canada has requested total
exemption from the surcharge,
but Trudeau said Canada so far
was received no reply from the
United States.
I
UJ'tttil!i !}ftthlt!i I
''If the answer was going to be
le
Easy
paved
access
I
yes, we would have liked it by
le
Cool,
Colorful,
Secluded
I
now, he said.
Mountain trails start
I
The Prime Minister refused to I
disclose what the contingency I
immediately
I
plan entailed. He said he preferred 1• Fine mountain horses
I
to wait until Parliament I
Introductory Rates·
I
reconvened befote revealing I SPECIAL-Tue. & Thur. only I
details.
two hours just $3.00
1
The Canadian government has 1
estimated that some $3 billion 1 Nine miles eost of Bernalllfa, on N.M.I
through Placitas, just Inside Cibolo I
worth of Canadian exports would 1 44,
National Forest.
be affected seriously by the U.S.
I
Open all day. Call (I) 867-5352 I
surcharge.

r·-----------.
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Should the proposed screening
system be adopted, the result
could be that the college would
produce a larger proportion of
teachers from minority groups
and teachers capable of being
bilingual instructors.
A committee which developed
the proposal pointed out that
while more students are being
trained as teachers than the
number of job openings in
schools, the need for
biimgual teachers is not being
met.
Applicants for admission to the
College of Education will be
tested Sept. 14 at 6:30 p.m. or
Sept. 18 at 12:30 p.m., in the
College of Education Kiva.

Chicano Studies
The Las Vegas area Day Care
Centers need clothing (especially
children's) for a total of 400 or
500 families. All clothes can be
dropped off at the Chicano Center
at 1815 Roma NE throughout the
year.
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Piano Recital
Georgia Neun will give her
junior piano recital on Sept. 12 at
4 p.m. in Keller Hall. Admission is
free.

FUN

FU

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Univenlly

What are some American
companies and associa:
tions doing about our
environment? A special
advertising section in this
month's Reader's Digest
gives many of the an·
swers. Get a free reprint,
by writing

P.0. Box 5905
Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y.10017
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LOS ANGELES (AFS)-A
collective formed in the course of
unsuccessful attempts to seize the
Los Angeles Free Press from
founder Art Kunkin e;Kpects to
publish a trial issue of a
competing paper, The People's
Free Press, next week.
$25,000, raised by a finance
committee to buy the Freep, will
cover the cost of publishing a first
issue, but fund raising is going
slowly, according to a member of
the committee, and it's uncertain
whether enough can be raised to
publish further issues. The
committee's offers to buy the
Freep from its new owner,
thrice-convicted pornographer
Marvin Miller, are being ignored.
They still hope a combination of
creditors will throw Kunkin into
involuntary bankruptcy, thus
presumably making the Freep
available for purchase at a low
price, but Kl\nkin appears to have
found financial support.
Earlier, a Southern California
mailing firm refused to distribute
20,000 Freep subscription copie:;
because Kunkin had failed to pay
the Freep's bills; the mailer was
finally paid last weelt.
Conflicts between the finance
committee and the editorial
collective of the nascent People's

C L A S ·S I F I E D

Free Press have left the basis of
organization of new paper-and its
prospects~up in the air. In
assembling a trial issue, the paper
is operating on a strictly collective
baf;lis, with equaL pay for all
workers, regular job rotation, and
no circulation department or paid
advet;tising. Members of the
finance committee argue the
paper won't survive without a
circulation manager, a willingness
to take inoffensive advertising,
and specialization of functions.
Art Kunkin,., meanwhile, still
clings to editorial control of ~he
Los Angeles Free Press, despite
harsh criticism from community
members, organized efforts to
throw him into bankruptcy, and a
recent arrest on charge$ of
publishing pornography. Founder
Kunkin admitted that ownership
of the Freep had passed to,
mysterious strangers but, without
trying to answer charges of having
sold out to the "Porno Mafia," he
said= ''Who formally owns
anything has never concerned me
so much as who controls."
Kunkin .and Marvin Miller were
arrested July 20 for printing an
issue of San Francisco Ball at
Alfred's Printing Company, a
Kunkin _enterpt'ise.
•
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1) PERSONALS

2) LOST & FOUND
LOST ON CAMl'US: Black and white
male puppy. Mixed breed, large, wea~;
ing sliver choke collar. If found please
call 255·7921. 9/2

3)

SERVICES

STUDY MIME with THE MIME EX.
PERIMENT. Enroll now. Information:
26G·8150. !l/9
B·W, COLOR, TV REPAffi, "In Your
Home!" $2.00 Service. 268·7616. 9/9
TUTORING IN HUMANITIES-especially
:PSYchology, sociology and English. Call
294-0417. 9/9
.
FINE OLD FASHION~D PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever. 242·7668. 9/7
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE. Intensive individualized instruction in fundamentals,
or tailored to Your present level of
achievement, by serious professional.
lleavy practice In excellent darkroom.
Lectures, discussions, arguments, field
trips, critiques. Limited to eight very
serious persons. Very ncar UNM. Call
265-2444. 9/2
PARKING SPECIAL-limited time only$2.0() ller month or 26 cents per dl!-Y. Only
one block south of Central on Yale. Call
296·8161 for reservations, 9/3

4)

•

DOBERMAN PINSCHER PUPPY, 8
weeks old. Purebred but no papers $15.
Call 247-4124 after five.
1960 CADILLAC HEARSE. New tires, new
D:l)lffters, 8-track FM stereo tape deck
wtth 6 tupes, $8SO. 282·5283.
NEED liOUSING 1 Mobile Homes from
$2,000, Call AMBH 26515778. 9/14
COMPLETE LUDWIG TRAP SET, zeldgen
symbol, Jike new. Call 242·1669. 9/7
SAMOYED WHIT~ HUSKY PUPPIES.
$75, 256-4198. 9/2.
1950 CHEV. PICKUP. New rebuilt motor.
$350. 255•3719 nfrer 5 :30.
SHIRTS l Flo~als, Solids, StrfPP.S, :Prints,
Knit!!, .AU 1n your oize. Lobo Men'a
Shop, 2120 Central SE. 243·6954. 9/2
WEAY,ING IS FUN! Learn to weave wall
hangmgs, hand bags, belts, ere. 4 hiU'ness
tApestry 1oom, $26.00, Inkle $14, Instruction, 268-6362. 9/7
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Judge Refuses Hanrahan Motion
CHICAGO (UPI) - Criminal
Court Judge Philip Romiti refused
Wednesday to bar State's
Attorney Edward V. Hanrahan'
and 13 other indicted law officers
from questionil)g grand jurors
who charged them with
obstructing justice in the
aftermath of a police raid in
which two Black Panthers were
killed.

written order from the court.

EMPLOYMENT

THREE 'EVENINGS and Saturday's.
$90.00 a week average. INTERVIEWS
Thursday 3:00 P.M. 311 Washington
S.E. 9/2
P.ART-TIME HELP. Apply in person at
Der Wienerschnitzell 4201 Central NE or
6810 Menaul NE. 9t7

Lawyers for the defendants
charged that Sears illegally
pressured the Grand Jury to
return the indictments and
contended that Romiti had no
authority to countermand an oral
ruling by Chief Criminal Court
Judge Joseph A. Power that
attorneys are now free to quiz the
grand jurors.
In denying Sears' motion,
Romiti said: "I believe that I
cannot and should not and will
not • • • overrule the presiding
judge of this court."

I

E'arlier Wednesday, Justice
Schaefer listened to arguments by
attorneyo for the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Chicago
Council of Lawyers and
Businessmen for the public
interest.
They argued that, "to
maintain faith in the Judicial
System," an outside judge should
be assigned to hear the case
against Hanrahan, a key
democratic officeholder in this
city ruled by Democratic Mayo):'
Richard J. Daley.
Schaefer repeatedly asked for
precedents for the motion. After
the petitioners conceded they had
no precedents, the Supreme Court
Justice denied their motion
without comment.
flanraban and his co-defendants
were indicted on conspiracy
charges in connection with the
raid on a Black Panther apartment
in-which Panther leaders Fred

Hampton and Mark Clark were
slain on Dec. 4, 1969.

Climb Up To The Finest
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Newman Center

9 am to I :30 pm
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Courteous service with
a complete line of mountaineering gea't.

:Jinutttniu
Q.tbulrt
1406 EUBANK BIND., N.E.

-·

CLA§§XFIED
ADVERTKSKNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

1964 FORD PICKUP. Radio, two mounted
•Pares, $7li0. 842-9345, 9/9
VlOLIN, Gotts, good condition, $100. 2553839, 9/9
1967 :MGB, BRG, many extras. See at
1629 Rolila N.E.
TWO VIOLINS; 898-3487 evenings. 9/7
1968 CHEV BEL Affi Wagon 827. PS
PB, .Air Cond, 3-speed auto, new tires'
48,000 mi, $1500. 282-5283.
'
11179 TRIUMPH TROPHY 600. Great Con•
dttlon. 296-8086. 9/9
296-8086.

t

Two bikes have been reported stolen in the first week of classes
this year. Thieves ran off (or rode off) with some 200 bikes last year.
ln response t9 student demands, the administration had more bike
racks installed on campus this year. Favorite haunts of the bike
thieves are dormitories and Zimmerman Library. Capt. Ralph Hohlt
of the University police suggested the best protection is a heavy·dqty
lock and a chain a little heaviet than the one shown above.

Beware

FORRENT

G~RMAN SHEPARD puppies, Registered

~-.
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JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These machines have never been used and are
eqttipped w/zig-zag, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn

FORSALE

J;

:~~~.

FEMALE share two-bedroom house. $70
utilities tncluded. 265-3969. 9/2.
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FOR SALE

WANTED: Creative seamstress, your own
hours. Call Sarah 243-4027. 9[!__

{
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NIKON F Photomic FTM, new, wlth
new, £.1.4 50 nun lens, $325. Also Nikon
f.3.5 135 mm telephoto lens, new, $125.
242-5656, 9/3
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
'Romiti's decision came a few
SETS. These units ha.ve AM-FM litereo hours after Dlinois Supreme Court
receivers w/8 track player• .Also come Justice Walter V. Schaefer turned
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard
•
changer & four speaker system. $109.95 down a request that a JUdge be
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920 called in from outside Chicago to
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9, tfn.
LEVI'S BLUE JEAN BELLS-:now KVall· , try the 14 l_llen who were named
able in every size. Lobo Men's Shop, last week 1n a long-suppJ:essed
2120 Central SE. 243-6954, 0/2
indictment.
TRIUMPH SPITF.ffiEI1968, 35,000 mi., 1
owner, v. gd. cond tion. Red w/biiiCk
Barnabas Sears, special
interior, radio, luggage rack, wire
whccl:l. wooden :;!ea.-ing whei!;, :Ht~lldle:! prosecutor for the Grand Jury,
beautifully--disc brakes, rack & pinion
steering, smallest tuming radius of any moved that the defendants and
sports ear made. Must sell because of their lawyers be barred from
growing family, $1400. 243-0619, see It questioning the jurors pending a
at 1110-D Wilmoore SE.

GffiL to babysit, do some cooking, for room,
private bath, board, small stipend. Professor's family, campus area. 247·8967
evenings. 9/2
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WHERE: Journalism Building. :Room
205, afternoons 11re!erably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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TERMS; Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

FREE RENT & utilities to responsible
married couple In furnished two bedroom
home in exchange for night attendunt.
For interview contact Pat Spradley at
Acoma Pt!t Center, 321 Wyoming S.E.
DON'T JUST STAND THERE! Po some•
thing! llelp ~;~ur students by tutoring
basic subjects 2 h~s. a week. We need
you, lSRAD BIIBic Education. 250() Central SE, 277-8511.
WANTED: Tranaportatlon to Old Town
School. Car pool. 265-4670. 9/7
STUDENT MOTHERS to exchange babysitting during classtlmes. Call Bee, 265·
1081 9/8
McGOVERN FOR PRESIDENT. Students
for McGovern needs your help. 243-2119.
9/10
GIRLS We have your size. Bells by Levi's.
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Centl'lll SE. 243·
6954. 9/2
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ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per wo.rd, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the tninimwn number of
wol:'ds to 10.

'!:'

/'~11

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or' more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's.lO words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For' Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PlACED BY _ _ _ ____._ _ _ __
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